ACROSS

1) Pupil of Socrates
6) Lean end of the neck
11) Diner sandwich, briefly
14) Fan's opposite
15) Muse of romantic poetry
16) Brazilian port, familiarly
17) They're all over the Web
19) Early night, to a poet
20) Get a sudden inspiration?
21) Bit of horseplay
23) Wallet material
27) Maniacs
29) _ million (rare)
30) Remove scratchers
31) Publishing IDs
32) Company car and an expense account
33) Neutral possessive
36) Crow's creation
37) Backside
38) Some precipitation
39) "The Racer's Edge"
40) Legendary Bette
41) Pasta type
42) Bibliography word
44) School for training horses
45) Entraps, as an animal
46) It might be covered with cheese
47) Literature classification
48) Super-duper
49) Lividness
50) Cigarettes, slangily
51) Stuff in a mine
52) Giant syllable?
53) Bow part
54) Note in a poker game
55) Type of tennis shot
56) Destination for the pampered

DOWN

1) Degree to be proud of
2) "7 Faces of Dr. ___"
3) Bill dispenser
4) Pekoe, for one
5) Starting points
6) Have a feeling
7) Roll a bad seven (with "out")
8) Battering device
9) Enjoyed brunch
10) John and Luke, for two
11) Family supporter
12) Encumbrances, to a Realtor
13) Honky-___ music
18) "Zilch!"
22) Bio class letters
23) Change in a register
24) Beginning phase
25) Spiders
26) "Getting warmer," e.g.
27) Common houseplants
28) Gross
30) Cloth for overalls
32) Covers a lot of ground?
34) Country near Fiji
35) Wield a broom
37) Disappear slowly
38) Mailed
40) Tells how to act
41) Creators' safeguards
43) Limbo need
44) Musician Herbie
45) Watery part of a fluid
46) Churns
47) Brickbat
48) "It's ___ cry from ..."
51) Stuff in a mine
52) Giant syllable?
53) Bow part
54) Note in a poker game
55) Type of tennis shot
56) Destination for the pampered